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ABSTRACT 

This paper shows how the battered women's shelter where I work 

has become, like many other battered women's shelters in the US, 

enmeshed in a bureaucratic web of procedures and requirements. The 

shelter uses a therapeutic, self-help model in its approach to counseling 

residents, partly as a result of its bureaucratization. This paper provides a 

forum to discuss the advantages and disadvantages to the shelter's use of 

the self-help model, and proposes the adoption of a different counseling 

model by the shelter, that of resistance. Data from interviews conducted 

individually with thirteen shelter residents over a period of six months 

buttress the recommendation. 
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COUNSELING BATTERED WOMEN: 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR A NEW APPROACH 

Introduction 

The battered women's shelter movement began in the 1970's in response to the 

feminist movement's demands that the basic life needs of all women be met. As such, the 

movement began with an overtly feminist agenda, and shelter workers actively promoted 

the ideas of self-help, peer support, and sisterhood to battered women, and simultaneously 

denounced the patriarchal norms that oppressed women socially, legally, politically, and 

economically. These early shelters were staffed primarily by women who had themselves 

lived in and escaped from abusive relationships (Ferraro 1983:288-9, Schillinger 1988:470, 

Tierney 1982:211, Wharton 1989:53). 

Soon after the shelter movement started it became evident that the scope of the 

problem of battered women was much larger than anyone had anticipated (Tierney 1982). 

Because shelters provided both emotional and material support for the residents, 

substantial funding was necessary to pay the staff and purchase the supplies. At this time, 

government agencies and conservative philanthropic organizations recognized that by 

funding shelters, they could assist the women legally, medically, and economically, and 

simultaneously reap multiple benefits themselves, not the least of which were their own 

legitimation and a positive public image (Tierney 1982:212-215). The ideals behind the 

shelter movement became distorted as these new-found sources of support controlled 

various aspects of shelter policy, such as what qualifications the staff should have, what 

procedures the staff should follow in a given situation, and what should be expected of 

women coming through the shelters. Restricted in their cooperative styles of help, 

government-funded shelters were forced to abandon their unabashedly feminist stances 
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and to adopt a more conventional, social service orientation. Shelter workers now called 

for a professional staff that would help battered women therapeutically resolve their 

problems related to the abuse, and not only advocated the women's use of the welfare 

bureaucracy, but also became a part of that bureaucracy themselves (Schillinger 1988:470-

471, Tierney 1982:214-216, Wharton 1989). 

One would presume that the rigid organizational structure and regimentation seen 

in bureaucracies developed out of the specific needs of a specific circumstance. But 

bureaucratic enterprises grow into hyperboles of themselves over time, relinquishing most 

signs of humanization, connection, and personal concern to the subsuming causes of the 

larger organization (Ferguson 1984). Government-funded shelters don the characteristics 

of a mini-bureaucracy, and like other bureaucracies, these shelters assume a hierarchical 

staff structure, demand accountability from staff members, strictly define staff-client 

interaction (both in and out of counseling), and presuppose that a client's self-sufficiency is 

more beneficial than interpersonal support and interaction. As part of the bureaucratic 

hyperbole, a caricatured understanding of "us," consisting of the bureaucrats, and "them," 

consisting of the bureaucracy's clients, arises. The shelter's mini-bureaucratic character 

makes it no exception, and an "us" and "them" dichotomy separates the shelter staff from 

the shelter residents. 

Many shelters today still use conventional sources of funding and therefore 

continue to operate therapeuticaily (Ferraro 1983:490, Schillinger 1988:480). While 

claiming some moderately feminist elements, such as a woman's right to disband an 

abusive relationship, many shelter workers shy away from other tenets of feminist ideology 

as they tend to individualize the women's situations, label the women with pseudo-medical 

terms, and ignore the larger cultural forces that have allowed battering and other abusive 

behaviors to persist in this country. They thereby de-politicize the phenomenon of 
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domestic violence (Tierney 1982:216). Since fewer shelter employees are themselves 

formerly battered women, current workers appear more resistant to bumout but also seem 

to have less empathy for the battered woman's plight (Schillinger 1988:471). The change in 

staff composition has also served to fuel the "us" versus "them" mentality referred to 

above. The shelter's use of the therapeutic approach ostensibly means that the woman is 

counseled intensively during her stay so that she can work out those emotional problems 

which led her into the abusive relationship and those which resulted from the abusive 

relationship. More profoundly, however, the use of the therapeutic approach can hurt the 

woman, who learns through pseudo-medical labels that her upbringing was 

"dysfunctional," and that her personal history of "learned helplessness" and her 

"codependent" personality have combined to produce her ill-fated relationship. 

I have worked as a counselor at a therapeutically-oriented battered women's 

shelter for nearly two years now. On each shift that I work, I meet with several women 

individually for their daily one-hour counseling sessions; I am also responsible for leading 

a two-hour group session periodically. If a new resident arrives during my shift, I 

complete the intake paperwork and acquaint her with the shelter and its policies. Outside 

of my counseling duties, I perform miscellaneous tasks such as answering phones, 

overseeing chores, distributing medicine and supplies, and, when necessary, asking 

residents who are not cooperating with the program to leave the shelter. 

What follows in this paper is a critique of the therapeutic approach as I have seen 

it enacted in my experience at the shelter. While I firmly believe that the criticisms which 

follow are valid, I must also say here that I feel that shelters provide invaluable services for 

abused women and therefore should not be unduly attacked because of their 

individualizing and therapeutic approach. It is my feeling that some shelter is better than 

none at all, and if that means that shelters must adopt an approach that does not 
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wholeheartedly embrace feminism so that more women can have a safe place to go, then 

that is a distasteful reality, but a reality nonetheless. 

In the hopes that the reader does not come away from this paper feeling that 

shelters do more harm than good, I would like to delineate some of their more salient 

benefits here. What follows are the benefits that I see coming from the shelter where I 

work; other government-funded shelters probably offer similar programs and benefits. 

At the very least, all shelters provide a physical separation of the inimical couple 

for the duration of the immediate violent outburst. Residents at our shelter are 

encouraged, however, not to return to the quelled situation right away, but rather to take 

advantage of our 30-day program to make thoughtful decisions about the near future, 

including whether to return to the situation or not. A woman can make these decisions 

with the help of the counseling staff, who will also provide her with the opportunity to tell 

of her experiences without dredging up her familial obligations and/or emotional ties. 

Through counseling, she is encouraged to focus on herself—what she wants and how she 

might achieve it—sometimes for the first time in her life. She also learns of the community 

resources that are available to her as a resident of the shelter. Also, if she is interested, the 

shelter will help her work with her children who may have either witnessed her being 

abused or been abused themselves. Her physical comfort is ensured at the shelter through 

material support in the forms of food, toiletries and other supplies, expedited housing 

benefits, donations (such as clothes and furniture), and referrals to agencies that provide 

support that we do not. Her safety is ensured through continuous on-site security, as 

there is always at least one staff member on duty to respond to emergencies. Our shelter 

also provides an increased awareness of the problem of domestic violence, both for the 

battered woman and for the community. The shelter's communal living arrangement can 

be enlightening to the residents since domestic violence typically entails isolation; abused 
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women often do not realize that many others also endure lives of abuse. As well, by its 

very existence, the shelter increases public awareness of the problem of battering and, 

because it often operates at full or near full capacity, gives some indication of the 

enormous dimension of the problem. 
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Shelter Life 

To better understand my criticisms of the shelter's therapeutic approach, it is 

necessary to have some background regarding some of the dynamics that influence shelter 

life. A look at the residents' backgrounds and experiences in the shelter, as I understand 

them, and a look at the counselors' backgrounds and perspectives, as I have experienced 

them, will serve as the foundation of the discussion. 

A woman typically first arrives at the shelter feeling very agitated. The sources of 

her agitation are manifold: she has just uprooted herself from her home, severed her 

principal source of financial support, defied those friends and family who do not approve 

of her decision, and abandoned the person who, despite what he does to her, claims over 

and over that he loves her and needs her. Often women leave their abusive situations with 

nothing but the clothes on their backs, which means they will have to decide whether or 

not to get their belongings and chance meeting their abusers if they do. Many have 

children in common with the abuser, making the separation that much more difficult and 

painful, and still others wonder how they can still feel attachment to the man who abuses 

them. 

Life at the shelter is not comfortable and easy. The shelter is large; in fact, it is the 

largest in the state. Its 11 bedrooms accommodates 34 beds, with residents usually 

occupying between 10 and 15 beds, and their children using the remainder. Its large size 

allows for a variety of living standards, personalities, and attitudes to come together, and 

that, coupled with the agitated state of the women upon arrival to the shelter, means that 

sometimes residents get along with one another, and often they do not. 

Residents are expected to make and reach goals while they reside at the shelter. 

To this end, in the first or second counseling session, the resident and the counselor create 

a treatment plan for the resident, which ideally consists of a minimum three "case 
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management" goals and three "emotional" goals. Because they are mandated by our 

government funders, treatment plans can be seen as a part of the bureaucratization of the 

shelter. One author has disparagingly referred to them as "concrete therapeutic tools," 

noting that the emotional elements of treatment plans prevent the staff from providing 

primarily case management assistance, which is for some residents the only aid truly 

desired or needed (Ferraro 1983:291). 

Typical case management goals found in treatment plans at the shelter where I 

work include finding a source of income, finding a daycare, finding housing, and getting 

medical assistance. Each resident's progress is evaluated weekly at staff meetings, and if it 

is felt that a resident is just "using" us, that is, that she is ambivalent toward "bettering" her 

situation, then the staff considers this grounds to impose a daily schedule of activities for 

the resident to accomplish or face being asked to leave the shelter. The imposed schedule 

may address either her case management or emotional goals, or both. Sometimes a 

resident may exercise her autonomy and leave the shelter rather than do what she sees as 

performing on command. 

Part of the different perspectives evidenced between the residents and the staff is 

based in the different backgrounds of the two groups. Because the shelter is a public 

housing facility, residents tend to be women who have severely limited sources of financial 

or emotional support, who have little or no option in where they can stay. Shelters, 

however, have been criticized, as has much of the feminist movement, for inspiring 

primarily white, middle-class, college-educated women into action. It is true that nearly 

all of the counselors at the shelter where I work are white. But while some of the 

counselors have undergraduate and graduate training in counseling, most do not have 

professional training and several do not have college degrees. Rather, most simply have 

an interest in helping the women out of their abusive conditions and many have some 
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personal familiarity with domestic violence and abusive relationships. Also, several of our 

counselors are men. 

I see little ardent feminism among the shelter workers. As discussed above, many 

have only a very modestly feminist orientation; it is not surprising, then, that they do not 

criticize the bureaucratic atmosphere that presides at the shelter and, by default, help 

perpetuate it, I believe unequivocally that the shelter staff wants the best for the women 

who pass through, but from my experience working there, this does not always happen. 

For instance, it seems that the staffs perceived need to keep order at the shelter prevails 

over the need to provide help for the residents. The need for order is not in itself 

condemnable given the high turnover rate, the diverse backgrounds of the residents, and 

the high stress and anxiety levels that most residents bring with them to the shelter. But 

rules for seemingly every possible scenario that could arise at the shelter have been 

established, and shelter policy mandates that each rule be delineated for each resident so 

that everyone is aware of them. While this policy is necessary because after receiving 

three infractions for breaking rules, a resident will be asked to leave, it also leaves the 

residents feeling that they are swimming in rules. 

The demand for accountability is yet another way that the shelter staff and 

residents are bureaucratically separated and order is maintained. At the end of every shift, 

an update on each resident and any extraordinary events at the shelter are reviewed by the 

outgoing staff for the incoming staff. Any problems that have arisen during the earlier 

shift either must have been resolved or the status of the problem passed on with a 

discussion for how to complete its resolution. Once again, this procedure has its 

bureaucratic benefits, given that some of the staff works only one or two shifts per week 

and resident turnover is so high; a formal debriefing makes information access extremely 

efficient. But that efficiency also generates a problem—all staff members recognize that 
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their performance on a given shift will be discussed by all the workers for the next several 

shifts as some decision or other makes its impact. Thus, the staffbecomes answerable to 

the anticipated concerns and desires of the supervisors, rather than answerable to the 

needs of the residents who are, in one sense at least, our true employers (for a similar 

discussion see Schillinger 1988:470). 

Some of the differences in perspective felt between staff and residents are 

grounded in the "us" versus "them" dichotomy of thought seen at the shelter. The rules 

and their enforcement, as discussed above, identify just who commands the shelter, and 

the staff furthers its distance from the residents through the use of "boundaries." The 

older staff has been trained in this area through staff inservices; newer staff members now 

get "boundaries" as a part of their formal training. The use of this term provides shelter 

employees with an official-sounding justification that proclaims therapeutic and 

professional reasons why we must clearly designate ourselves as "staff," distinct from the 

residents. As with the treatment plans, rules, and accountability, boundaries is yet another 

example of rational bureaucratic solutions gone awry. The staff, for example, is not 

permitted to offer rides to residents, even if they have no vehicle and even if both parties 

are going to the same location. As well, we are told never to accept gifts from the 

women, even if that gift is, say, cookies made entirely from ingredients purchased by the 

shelter. The administration seems concerned that the staff will not know how to draw the 

line when interpersonal behavior becomes inappropriate, and therefore it prohibits the staff 

from having any friendly or personal interaction with residents. It also seems the 

administration fears that the women will be treated differently if boundaries are crossed— 

some residents will become favorites and others may fall out of favor, or feel the pressure 

to perform to avoid falling out of favor. But again, the bureaucracy goes awry: if it is 

true that human beings understand themselves through interaction with others (Ferguson 
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1984:13), then shelter policy forbidding staff interaction with the residents on a personal 

level can be alienating both to the residents and to the staff. 

Still another way that the "us" and "them" dichotomy is reified between the shelter 

staff and its residents is in the different uses of language between the two groups. For 

example, the staff consistently uses the word "abuser" to identify the perpetrator in the 

relationship. For the staff, the perpetrator's abusive actions are his most salient feature, 

but some residents have commented to me that the men in their lives have many roles 

other than abuser, such as father, husband, lover, and friend (Wharton also discusses this 

point 1989:57-58). One could argue that the use of the word "abuser" directs the woman's 

attention toward the mistake she made in getting involved in the relationship, rather than 

allowing her to acknowledge for herself and others the good side he had—the one that 

initially drew her to him. 

As a result of its governmental funding and its mini-bureaucratic character, the 

shelter can be viewed as a part of the welfare state (see also Schillinger 1988), and it acts 

accordingly, as evidenced, for example, in the shelter staffs recurrent advice to residents 

that they apply for emergency money through the Aid to Families with Dependent 

Children (AFDC) program. Here again we see a bureaucratic and logical resolution to the 

very human problem of families living in poverty. From the staffs perspective, AFDC 

money will sustain the resident and her children until she can find employment. But the 

staff views those residents who decide that they would rather try to find a job without 

receiving government benefits as self-defeating, and strongly admonishes them against 

taking this approach. The staff does not at all view the welfare system as antithetical to 

the needs or desires of the women, and although it is viewed as part of a cumbersome 

bureaucracy, its doctrine and motives are not challenged as they have been in more 

feminist contexts (see, for example, Ferguson 1984 and Schillinger 1988:471-473). Serious 
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consequences result from this bureaucratic solution. First, the women are encouraged to 

enlist with the welfare system, but are not told how very difficult it is, once in, to extract 

one's self from (Katz 1989); in this way the shelter contributes to the problem of the 

feminization of poverty seen in this country (te Boekhorst 1986). Second, the policy 

further separates "us," who are employed, from "them," who need state support, and even 

more so it distinguishes "us," who really know what is best for a resident, from "them," 

who are less informed about their options. Third, residents wanting to use the shelter for 

its actual primary purpose—as a sanctuary against violence—without participating in its 

program of behavior and identity modification find themselves at odds with the shelter's 

policies (see Ferraro 1983:300 for a similar criticism). 

Certainly the residents perceive the inequalities of shelter life discussed here. 

While I honestly do not believe that the staff is consciously abusive in the power 

differential that exists, at least some of the residents feel that the shelter's policies are just 

as controlling of their behavior as the home they have just left. Several residents have said 

as much to me, and further declare that the only reason they choose to stay at the shelter is 

because they know the shelter staff won't hit them. 
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Counseling 

Ideally, as stated earlier, each resident's treatment plan contains a minimum of 

three case management goals and three emotional goals. Emotional goals are addressed in 

the resident's daily counseling sessions, and they typically deal with one or more of the 

following "issues": low self-esteem, poor stress management, poor anger management, 

and suffering grief and loss (over the failed relationship). It may be true that every woman 

coming through the shelter does not handle every problem she encounters in an ideal way, 

but it is also true that none of us outside of the shelter do either. The staffs work to help 

the women solve emotional problems such as these therefore creates yet another rendition 

of the "us" versus "them" dichotomy; we expect the resident to "work on" her emotional 

problems, while the rest of us, fortunate enough not to have needed the services of a 

government-funded shelter, live our lives unaccosted by counselors. 

Almost all of the counselors feel strongly that abused women have little belief in or 

understanding of self. Thus, included in nearly every woman's treatment plan is the goal 

"build self-esteem," but the staff rarely discusses with residents the ways that "low self-

esteem" has become a virtual trademark of women in this culture due to the myriad 

messages we constantly receive about the unimportance of women. So while I agree that 

many of the women who come through the shelter could bolster their self-confidence, and 

in fact many residents specifically request help on this matter, I worry that the counseling 

staff implies to the residents that their low self-esteem has caused them to be battered, 

when, plainly, nothing but the abuser's behavior has caused them to be battered. 

If the phrase "build self-esteem" is not included in the resident's treatment plan, 

then almost without exception a variation of that motif will be. Goals such as "work on 

codependency issues" or "work on addiction issues" might be seen instead, or these might 

be listed as the methods toward achieving the goal of higher self-esteem. A codependent, 
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according to one author, is "one who has let another person's behavior affect him or her, 

and who is obsessed with controlling that person's behavior" (Beattie 1987:31). 

Characteristics of codependents are "low self-esteem; passivity; not taking care of yourself 

physically, emotionally, spiritually, and/or psychologically; compromising yourself; 

ignoring your personal morality; perfectionism; and so on" (Schaef 1986:11). And Schaef 

lists still other traits of codependency later in her book, among which are "dishonesty," 

"control," "confusion," "fear," "judgmentalism," and "negativism" (Schaefl986:42-43). 

Codependency is viewed by some popular psychologists as a "disease process...that is 

progressively death-oriented" (Schaef 1986:21). 

Needless to say, this very broad range of codependency characteristics allows for 

an equally broad range of problems associated with codependency. In particular, the 

counseling staff feels that many codependent battered women are susceptible to one or 

more of the "love addictions" which can take three forms: sex addiction, relationship 

addiction, or romance addiction (Schaef 1989). Like substance abusers, people afflicted 

with one or more of these addictions are said to be "powerless over their addictions and 

their lives" (Schaef 1989:101), and because they must get their "fix" at any cost, they 

undergo progressive "ethical, moral, and spiritual deterioration" (Schaef 1989:101). 

Less frequently seen in the treatment plan itself, but other emotional issues still 

commonly addressed in counseling are the battered woman's "learned helplessness" and 

the "shame" she feels for what has happened to her. In a compilation of thoughts that has 

long been considered a classic work on battered women, Lenore Walker defines learned 

helplessness as a person's "loss of voluntary control" (Walker 1979:45). Describing a 

laboratory experiment in which dogs receiving electrical shocks at random intervals took 

on "compliant, passive, and submissive" characteristics, Walker analogizes that, like the 

dogs, women living in battering relationships come to realize that they can do nothing 
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about their predicament and therefore give up any hope of trying to change it (Walker 

1979:45-46). 

Another psychologist has a somewhat different take on the long-term effects of 

battering. He writes that: 

As one is beaten more and more, one is shamed more and 
more. The more internalized the shame, the greater is the 
belief in oneself as defective and flawed. The more one 
believes one is defective and flawed, the more one's choices 
diminish (Bradshaw 1988:21). 

So Bradshaw also concludes that battered women simply give up when they 

recognize that they cannot overpower their abusers, although by his explanation they are 

shamed into inaction, not stagnated through helplessness. At the shelter, the counselors 

regularly use these pseudo-medical terms in counseling sessions with the residents. Whole 

group counseling sessions are devoted to the topics of codependency, boundaries, and 

love addictions. These concepts resound with the residents for many reasons, some of 

which are similar to the appeal of self-help culture generally, since these same concepts 

abound in self-help and popular psychology books. 

Self-help culture has captivated a remarkably large audience, which consists 

primarily of women. Much of its popularity can be traced to its resonance with our 

cultural values, First, the idea of codependency coincides with contemporary thought in 

that it reflects not only our regrets for the excesses of the 1970's, but also the "up-by-the-

bootstrap" conservatism seen in the 1930's, when codependency theory became etched in 

so many American minds (Haaken 1993:323, Simonds 1992:223, Tavris 1992:206). It 

provides that quick-fix that Americans love so much, establishing a simple cause and effect 

relationship between a person's personal efforts at changing something undesirable and 

their success at doing so (Crawford 1984:75-80, Simonds 1992:5, 224, Tavris 1992:201-
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204). As well, it is culturally gratifying in its democratic universality—one work maintains 

that 96% of the US population is codependent (in Schaef 1986:14). And its provision of 

the culturally-mandatory happy ending, known in the field as "recovery," is heartening to 

us because we know that happiness is out there if only we want badly enough to attain it 

(Haaken 1990:404, Simonds 1992:217). 

Self-help culture does offer some promising elements. By addressing the conflict 

that many women feel between the ideal world that cries out for care, nurturance and 

humanitarianism, and the reality that discounts these same things (Simonds 1992:217), for 

example, it may be viewed as a discourse in which disgruntled women can safely assert 

their needs and desires (Goldhor-Lerner 1990:16, Haaken 1993:326-329). Authors in the 

movement apparently also sense that women who are nurturers find themselves concerned 

about the problems of the men in their lives, but do not get the same concern for their 

problems in return. It is this unfulfilled aspect of women's lives that the self-help books 

speak to, allowing women to nurture themselves through self-reflection rather than 

enduring through the insufficient support of others (Simonds 1992:6). Finally, the vastness 

of the self-help movement probably serves to comfort its followers, making them feel less 

isolated in their suffering (Simonds 1992:227). 

Probably self-help culture appeals to battered women for the same reasons that it 

appeals to the general populace, but I think that among the shelter population specifically, 

the concepts have other attractions. As we will see below, these concepts blame the 

victim. From my counseling experiences, I know that battered women have been blamed 

(and assaulted) by their abusers for everything from the children playing too loudly to not 

folding the corners of the toilet paper to make a neat triangle. Thus, I think, there is a 

certain comfort in the familiarity of something that continues to blame her for the 

problems of the relationship; after all, blame is what she knows. As well, the position that 
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it is she who is in the wrong means that, for once, she has some control over the 

relationship—she can "recover" both it and herself if she applies her new-found knowledge 

correctly. And, for battered women, part of the satisfaction behind ideas of codependency 

lies in the catharsis that results from finally being able to define one's self, particularly after 

being informed what one is not—not a good mother, not attractive, not competent—for so 

long (Simonds 1992:7, 223-227). 

But the shelter staff must also embrace the self-help ideas of codependency, love 

addiction, learned helplessness, and shame, or they wouldn't be utilized in counseling. The 

ideas provide the counselors with professional assistance, not only giving us something 

concrete to work on with her in her sessions (see Haaken 1990:398), but also providing a 

convenient device to use in the sessions since, unlike mediation, codependency theory 

requires the attentions of only one party. The ideas are also enormously empowering, 

permitting the staff to believe that human interaction is not only knowable and changeable, 

but knowable and changeable by us. Furthermore, the ideas buffer the staff from work-

related disappointments. If, for example, a woman decides to go back home, we can 

absolve ourselves of our responsibility for her decision by explaining to ourselves that she 

is simply too codependent to walk away from the relationship, or that she is in denial 

about how bad it really was (see also Ferraro 1983:303). 

I think that the shelter staff finds the ideas of codependency, love addictions, 

learned helplessness, and shame agreeable for other, more personal reasons. The ideas 

possess a feminist ring, yet are not threateningly feminist: under the guise of 

codependency, women firmly yet demurely assert themselves, both in relationships and 

outside of them. And a strong community of women has evolved under the auspices of 

self-help culture as survivors share memories of painful experiences such as childhood 

sexual abuse, alcoholic families, and violence in intimate relationships. The counselors, 
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bearing these women's voices in mind, probably believe that the shelter would be more 

successful if we too counseled the residents about these experiences using self-help 

models, particularly since those models are more likely to be accepted by the survivors 

than the more vociferous demands of feminism (Goldhor-Lerner 1990:16, Tavris 1992:200-

201). Finally, I think the ideas agree with the staff because the labels they generate help 

reinforce the notion that the battered woman is different from us. 

I have reviewed in considerable detail just what it is that people gain from self-help 

culture because numerous criticisms have been launched against it. Clearly the ideas win 

favor with so many women and counselors for plenty of reasons, cultural as well as 

personal. Because so many criticisms have been launched at each of the ideas of 

codependency, love addictions, learned helplessness, and shame, below I review only 

those criticisms that have been advanced against the most commonly cited "flaw" of 

battered women: codependency. Many of the criticisms cited here apply to the other 

"flaws" as well. 

By far the most common criticism of the term codependency is its molten state. 

Not only is it preposterously broad in scope, as shown above, but it also lacks decisive 

characteristics that enable someone to determine specifically what it is about a person that 

certifies her or him codependent (Haaken 1993:328, Tavris 1992:193,198). The term's 

amorphous character means that nearly all of us (96% as cited above) suffer from at least 

some symptoms of this flaw. One must ask, then, how can so much of the population be 

considered diseased? Why is it that the non-codependent 4% are not considered the 

flawed population? Too, the term clouds any distinction between what might be 

considered desirable dependencies, such as emotional ties, and coerced dependencies, such 

as economic entrapment (Goldhor-Lerner 1990:15, Simonds 1992:225-6, Tavris 1992:201). 

Finally, it seems no one can contest the concept without themselves being labeled "in 
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denial" (Beattie 1987:40), "judgmental" (Schaef 1989:147) or "negative11 (Schaef 1986:42)--

each of which is a characteristic of being codependent. The circular reasoning is both 

illogical and frustrating. 

Because labels have the capacity to both liberate and oppress, designating someone 

with a label such as "codependent" is a potent form of authority, according to critics of the 

term (Tavris 1992:173). Labels segregate one segment of the population from all others, 

informing both the labeled and the unlabeled of the labeled person's deviance (Schillinger 

1988:482). The use of labels such as those proffered by self-help culture is particularly 

offensive because although they sound scientific and objective, what the labels attempt to 

define is not grounded in any empirical evidence (Tavris 1992:193-199). Thus, a battered 

woman might believe that it is her deviance, her personal flaw, that has brought the abuse 

against her. She might further believe that her flaw must be remedied through counseling. 

Should this woman enter a public shelter, the state's requirement of intensive counseling 

for all residents will only reinforce her feelings of abnormality, and those members of the 

counseling staff who adhere to the self-help model will unwittingly help the woman 

preserve her concept of herself as flawed. 

Scholars have also criticized codependency in its adoption of a medical model to 

explain what is, firstly, a personal characteristic, and, secondly, a characteristic that is 

largely the result of female socialization in this country. As one author points out, in our 

culture, "experts" frequently equate the typical experiences of women with disease and 

death (Tavris 1992:21, 204). The emphasis on illness in the codependency model not only 

implies that the woman's flaw has put her into the position of being abused, but it also 

raises many other questions. How has it come to be understood, for instance, that women 

are the cause of their own violation? And if such a thing as codependency exists, why is 

the onus on women to change? Why are men not encouraged to become more caring and 
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selfless, rather than women training themselves to be more assertive and demanding? 

(Goldhor-Lerner 1990:15, Tavris 1992:197). Furthermore, the medicalization of battered 

women's "problems" sometimes permits violent perpetrators to elude justice, as often 

courts direct them to get "treatment" or go to mediation to resolve the problem, rather 

than sentencing them with a prison term for their criminal conduct (Tiemey 1982:216). 

Not only is the medical model behind codependency considered enigmatic in the 

ways discussed above, it is also viewed as antifeminist. Codependency theory simply does 

not demand a reconstruction of gender-based inequalities, especially those which are 

grounded in work and family roles that call for nurturing women and authoritative men 

(Goldhor-Lerner 1990:15, Simonds 1992:217). It instead demands reform of the individual, 

implies that through therapy or self-help the world will become more tolerable for the 

codependent (Tierney 1982:216), and ignores the large scale social changes needed to bring 

about a more tolerable world for all women. It designates the characteristics of individual 

relationships as the source of the problem, presenting these particular codependent 

relationships as patchable through therapy, rather than addressing the problem of gender-

based power inequities more globally. And the medical model does not provide for the 

changing nature of people and relationships over time (Goldhor-Lerner 1990:15, Haaken 

1993:324-328, Haaken 1990:400, Tavris 1992:202-3), nor does it acknowledge the power 

differentials inherent in all abusive relationships. Critics also charge that the concept is an 

"apology" relative to the assertive demands made under the auspices of feminism 

(Goldhor-Lerner 1990:16, Haaken 1993:326-329, Tavris 1992:203). How dispiriting that 

women today feel most comfortable advancing their needs and desires under the cloak of 

disease: purportedly unable to express ourselves assertively, our ailments make our 

demands for us. 
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Codependency theory does not examine social contexts for "personal" problems, 

so their roots in prevailing gender, ethnic, and class stratifications go unheeded. One 

argument asserts that Hispanics (and, I will add, many other non-European cultures) are 

strongly connected with the idea of family-centeredness, which is precisely what 

codependency decrics in its insistence that the codependent individual attend more to him-

or herself, and stop caring so much about the needs of others (Inclan & Hernandez 

1992:247, 251). On the other side of that coin, "recovery" from codependency means 

asserting one's self and presuming egalitarianism, ideas which again simply do not exist in 

other cultures. Employing such ideas in those cultures means that those who try to "heal" 

through assertiveness and egalitarianism are likely to suffer by losing at least part of their 

support system (Inclan & Hernandez 1992:251). 

Codependency also presumes certain normative family values, and has therefore 

been criticized as a class-specific notion. The words "functional" and "dysfunctional" are 

value-laden concepts when used in relation to familial environments. They presuppose the 

financial and emotional capabilities of parents who may be unable to perform 

"functionally" under conditions of poverty and racism. Also criticized is codependency 

theory's preoccupation with the loss of "family values," values which are found primarily in 

white, middle-class families, and with the relatively recent societal change in denying the 

family its authority as a discrete and autonomous unit. But the so-called deterioration of 

family values currently experienced by "codependent" families is nothing new for working-

class and impoverished families, who have long functioned by utilizing extra-familial 

resources to manage daily life (Haaken 1993:339-341). These criticisms of ethnocentrism 

and classism filter down to the application of codependency theory and other self-help 

concepts by the shelter staff, as the use of concepts such as these allows the staff to 
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project their own understandings and values regarding relationships, independence, and 

other frequently seen "issues" onto the residents (Schillinger 1988:479-485). 

Still other criticisms have been delivered against codependency theory. The 

simplified format in which the characteristics of "codependents" and others are frequently 

presented (for examples, see Beattie 1987:37-45 and Schaef 1986:42-43) provide little 

supplementary information for the reader, and ignore the conflicting and confusing 

emotions that a woman may feel in relation to her experience. For battered women, these 

lists of codependent traits effectively pigeonhole them, and gloss over the myriad 

characteristics differentiating each domestic violence relationship. 

Furthermore, self-help culture is inherently victim-blaming. The literature portrays 

codependents as being weak and passive, and it describes the battered woman as feeling 

ashamed of her history, out of control of her life, and low in self-esteem (see, for 

examples, Dickstein 1988:617, McFarlane 1989:76, and Skelly 1992:5). Disdain surrounds 

these traits, as it is not culturally acceptable to feel these ways. By having these traits 

ascribed to them, then, the women once again learn that it is they who are flawed. And 

the cultural mandate that commands us to pick ourselves up, dust ourselves off, and try, 

try again (Crawford 1984:77) pressures the women to try obligingly to correct their flaws. 

A moralistic tone appears in the literature as those who remain "helpless" and 

"codependent" despite the books and counselors available to help them recover are 

understood to lack the self-discipline, willpower, or rugged individualism needed to meet 

the mandate to improve (Crawford 1984:77, Haaken 1990:398, 400). Finally, the 

assessment that codependent women really are helpless in their disease is especially 

injurious for battered women, because it repudiates their use of varied strategies to 

endure, survive, and escape the abuse that is meted out against them. By calling the 

women "codependent," we tell them that they have cultivated this behavior toward 
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themselves; by labeling them "helpless," we overlook the many ways that they have 

struggled and resisted; by informing them that they are "addicted" to the person who has 

tried to maim them physically and mentally, we deny them the opportunity to view 

themselves as whole and integrated persons. 

Some ironies stem from the application of self-help theories by the general 

population. First, the therapies are self-contradictory, calling for us to change, yet 

informing us that the source of that change lies in us, as we come to accept ourselves for 

who we are (Simonds 1992:223). That self-help books have become an addiction for 

much of their audience, despite their censure of addictions, is another irony, and some 

scholars allege that opportunism rather than earnestness spurs the publications, which 

exploit both women's insecurities (Haaken 1993:323) and cultural pressures to conform 

(Tavris 1992:200). Judging from the number of self-help books on the market and the 

immensity of book sales, however, the books' contradictory nature does not seem to 

bother either the authors or the audience. 

Further ironies stem from the use of codependency theory by the shelter staff 

specifically. The theory maintains that in order to recover from codependency, one must 

learn to assert one's self and to set firm boundaries as to what one will accept and what 

one will not accept. Although the staff counsels the residents on these matters, however, 

the women are expected to complete their assigned chores, abstain from alcohol both on 

and off the shelter grounds for the duration of their residency, meet the shelter curfew, and 

"volunteer" for daycare duty. A second irony between counseling "codependents" and 

running the shelter is that being able to recognize one's feelings is requisite for "recovery" 

from codependency. The counseling staff presumes that the predominate emotion that 

these women experience is their anger. The women are told in counseling that they need 

to "get in touch" with their anger, yet if they display "uncooperative" behavior outside of 
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counseling, they will likely receive an infraction. (Other scholars have also observed this 

contradiction—see Schillinger 1988:477, Wharton 1989:53-56) Furthermore, according to 

a handout frequently utilized by the shelter staff, one way for a woman to know that she 

has "unhealthy boundaries" (which is a sign of codependency), is "telling all," even to 

those people whom she does not know very well. This "sign" of codependency creates a 

contradiction as we counsel the women—they are required to talk intimately to us, who are 

strangers to them, about their experiences and their needs, yet this counseling formula 

simultaneously violates the staff-defined boundaries of the residents. 

Before going on, I would like to summarize the assessments made so far in this 

paper: (1) the shelter movement was founded on feminist principles of fostering assertive 

and strong identities in women; (2) the shelter where I work receives most of its funding 

from conservative philanthropic organizations and government agencies; (3) as a result of 

its funding sources, the shelter has adopted an individualizing, therapeutic, client-focused 

approach to helping the residents; (4) a change in its approach would most likely cost the 

shelter much in funding; and (5) the ideas of the self-help movement, while extraordinarily 

popular, diminish the founding ideals of the feminist shelter movement. In the remainder 

of this paper, I will argue that the counselors at the shelter can return to the feminist 

summons for empowering the women, rather than blaming them, while keeping the 

individual focus necessary for continued funding. We can undertake this, I believe, by 

reframing the information that the women give us during their counseling sessions to help 

them discern the ways in which they resisted the abuses rendered against them in their 

relationships. 
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Oppression 

Although the concept of oppression is difficult to define, at the very least we can 

accept that people of subordinate status who behave according to the will of those 

superior in power often are coerced into their obedience. This coercion signifies 

oppression (Brittan & Maynard 1984:1). Oppression is commonly recognized as happening 

on a grand scale; our most venerable institutions, such as religion, property rights, law, 

and tradition, are readily seen (by cynics, at least) to oppress us and keep us subordinated 

(Guha 1988:45). Less frequently do we recognize that most human interaction is also 

fraught with oppression (Aptheker 1989:170-171, Brittan & Maynard 1984:7). 

The experience of being oppressed operates on at least two dimensions: the 

dominant person behaves unpredictably, on the one hand, and the subordinate is overcome 

by terror, reduced to barely thinking beyond mere survival, on the other (Scott 1990:xi). 

Oppressors maintain control by keeping the dominated in as much isolation as possible, 

and, when isolation is not possible, restricting unauthorized communication by keeping 

them under strict surveillance, so that their fractious ideas cannot meet and develop (Scott 

1990:127, Sharp 1973:110). Oppression embeds a fundamental conflict between the two 

parties as to their goals, as each side aspires to triumph over the other. This conflict, 

according to Scott, leads to the resistance of the oppressed against the oppressor, as 

evidenced when the oppressor permits the isolation or surveillance to slacken, and 

opposition of various forms and degrees to emerge (Scott 1990:193). 
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Resistance 

Resistance is usually viewed as an intense struggle to win political power 

(Aptheker 1989:170). When spoken, the word typically conjures up images of large-scale 

demands for major social and/or political reform, where the majority of the oppressed 

agree on the desired outcome of the resistance movement (Aptheker 1989:171). A part of 

resistance theory maintains that a person remains oppressed only as long as he or she 

allows him- or herself to be (McAllister 1988:62, Sharp 1973:26-30). While this position 

seems to blame the victim for his or her condition, it is useful in its recognition that people 

do have the power and abilities to rebel against the painful injustices and degradations they 

suffer in oppressive environments. That is, whether by omission or commission, resistance 

against oppression is possible. 

The word "resistance" often invokes images of stark violence, such as riots, 

guerrilla warfare, and terrorist activity. Non-violent means to resistant ends are also 

widely recognized, such as those seen in mass demonstrations, boycotts, sit-ins, and 

petition-writing (Aptheker 1989:189, Sharp 1973). Whether discussing violent or non

violent behavior, however, almost always what connotes "resistance" incorporates 

primarily the activities of men, with women either playing lesser roles or assumed to be 

those in need of rescue (Aptheker 1989:171, McAllister 1988:11). Despite their unremarkable 

appearances in history books, however, women have themselves achieved large-scale 

change through organized and largely non-violent efforts, as when they took on key roles 

in the operation of the underground railroad to help slaves reach freedom, mobilized male 

political forces to win the right to vote, and successfully clamored for government-backed 

policy against drinking in the Prohibition era (McAllister 1988:10-11). 

Feminist historian Dale Spender has said that the most subversive activities that 

women can participate in are those which keep us from disappearing (in McAllister 
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1988:10). In the I960's and 1970's, subversiveness took its shape in women's many battles 

against disappearance in a literal sense. Women's call for reproductive rights, such as 

access to birth control without a husband's permission and abortion rights, prevented 

women from disappearing through death in childbirth as well as by illegal abortion. 

Demands for equal pay for equal work was another way that women fought against 

disappearing, convincing both employers and government officials that they were unable 

to survive on the wages they earned through stratified wage schedules. The feminist 

insistence that violence against women cease was an attempt to allow women to live and 

work with relative freedom and visibility, without fear of verbal and physical assaults 

(McAllister 1988:135-147). 

Women associated with the feminist movement demonstrated that even 

experiences which take place on a personal, individual level are political when viewed 

macroscopically, and that the disappearance of so many women in so many ways carries 

colossal implications for men and women alike. However, even the women's movement 

conformed to traditional notions of resistance in that its adherents sought to generate 

major public recognition and sweeping policy changes. Its approach, therefore, although 

woman-centered, still conformed to the dominant male definition of resistance (Aptheker 

1989:171). 
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Small-Scale Resistance 

The slow and often private changes that evolve over lengthy periods, sometimes 

over lifetimes and sometimes over generations, often are unappreciated as forms of 

resistance because the changes they produce are not as dramatic as those of the large-scale 

social reform movements. These smaller signs of resistance are usually perceived to be 

reaction-like fights, based on instinct rather than principle, and not the attempt to recover 

shattered self-respect that they are (Guha 1988:47). 

In human relationships, things are rarely as simple as "Not happy, therefore big 

revolt," and "Happy, therefore no complaints." Much middle ground sprawls between 

"big revolts" and "no complaints," and it provides the setting for everyday forms of 

resistance (Scott 1990:199). Resistance will wind its way into any crevice that allows it to 

take root; any lapse in the oppressor's surveillance, any space where condition and 

consciousness can come together, allows for the growth of resistant thoughts (Scott 

1990:195, Scott 1985:330). Small, everyday signs of resistance evoke meanings primarily 

for insiders to the oppression; outsiders, including oppressors, may never even recognize 

the actions as resistance. Resistance, then, does not necessarily have to be an overt 

contest for power (Aptheker 1989:173); it can also be a mental, verbal, or behavioral 

statement of dissatisfaction. 

Whether done on a small scale or a large scale, resistant acts ultimately challenge 

one party's claims of superiority over another party (Scott 1985:32-33). That is, resisters 

are not abstract persons fighting abstract causes, but rather real people with visceral 

responses to experiences of degradation and humiliation (Guha 1988:46, Scott 1985:348). 

Participation in the resistant act, no matter how small, empowers the resister through the 

knowledge that she or he has transcended her or his oppressor, even if only this one time. 
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Resisters want to effect change, however small and negligible that change may 

seem to us as outsiders. They effect change in the ways available to them; because their 

main objective is to quash their immediately oppressive environment, small-scale resisters 

typically have only modest values, goals, and methods (Scott 1985:348). The forms that 

small, "everyday" (Scott 1985:29) forms of resistance take are necessarily relative to the 

resources that the resister has available to work with, and resistance may take either a 

material or symbolic form (Scott 1985:349). Material forms of resistance include such 

things as refusing to contribute money, labor, blood, or supplies to the oppressor, and 

symbolic forms of resistance include refusing to cooperate, show deference, or provide 

brainpower to an oppressive operation (in McAllister 1988:62). Acts of everyday 

resistance require minimal planning, often can be undertaken by just one person, and are 

less apt to cause loss of life or major ruin when compared with massive demonstrations of 

resistance (Scott 1985:29). 

Women have been prime deliverers of small-scale change through the years. 

Having had little access to the machinery that could elicit sweeping policy changes, such 

as trade unions, armed forces, and voting blocs, before the latter half of this century, they 

were instead relatively isolated in their homes and expected to tend to their families' needs 

(Aptheker 1989:180). As individuals, they persistently sought out change for their own 

lives, and eventually succeeded in some arenas. A relatively recent example of the slow, 

cumulative changes brought about by women is seen in the tremendous increase in the 

number of divorces filed by women today when compared to thirty years ago. The change 

reflects the unhappiness of many disparate women, each expressing her individual 

resistance against an oppressive marriage (Aptheker 1989:173-4). 

Resisters knowingly disobey those orders that they do not feel comfortable with, 

and perform those actions that they do, whether or not the oppressor condones them. 
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They realize that they could face punishment for their actions and inactions (McAllister 

1988:62), and one would think that fear of reprisal would intimidate resisters. Evidently, 

though, fear alone is not enough to halt thoughts of resistance; the personal satisfaction 

and self respect derived from overcoming an oppressor must outweigh these fears, or we 

would not know resistance to exist (Aptheker 1989, McAllister 1988:62, Scott 1985:350, 

Sharp 1973:30). 

Resistance has a face other than protest. We have grown so accustomed to 

understanding resistance as opposition that accommodation is not easily understood to be 

the form of resistance that it sometimes is. In order to understand how to interpret the 

meaning of an action, students of resistance must look at the language and motivation that 

lay behind the act (Aptheker 1989:170,180, Scott 1985:45). For an illustration of this point, 

consider battered women, before whom the middle ground between "big revolts" and "no 

complaints" often spans. People sometimes wonder why anyone would subject herself to 

the degradations and humiliations of abuse, but if one must choose between living now, 

and later resisting, or resisting now and dying for it, it is both practical and astute to 

accommodate the oppressor's demands for the time being and fight to regain what has 

been lost later (Scott 1990:66). The concept that a struggle under oppression may mean 

having to tolerate it for a short while is akin to the concept of "negotiation" discussed by 

Alonso (1992:183). Negotiation should not be misconstrued as acceptance or acquiescence 

on the part of the oppressed (Scott 1990:66); many scholars agree that there are times 

when it is "politically rational, not psychologically weak" to accommodate the demands of 

an oppressor (Schillinger 1988:476). Under conditions where resistance cannot be 

expressed overtly and the oppressed person feels that negotiation is the wisest action for 

the circumstances, some form of mental resistance frequently accompanies that person's 

actions. In this regard, Scott discusses the use of fantasy, schadenfreude, and curses as 
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various ways in which we know that overt quiescence does not necessarily indicate a 

personal acceptance of subordination (Scott 1990:41-2). So it is, Scott argues, that 

subordinates are typically more radical in their heads than in their actions (Scott 1985:331-

335). 

Traditionally, the success of a given resistance movement has been gauged by the 

amount of social and political change that can be attributed to it directly (Aptheker 

1989:171). But any change is key. Rather than judging the resister's success by measuring 

the resultant social or political change, we need simply recognize change in an individual 

as powerful and noteworthy. 

Although the discussions in this paper thus far may seem disjointed, the ideas of 

resistance and oppression are integrally related to my work with battered women and my 

disagreement with the use of therapeutics, and specifically codependency theory, at the 

shelter. We will see in the following section that anyone living in an abusive relationship is 

oppressed by her or his abuser. Rather than informing them that they are flawed, as does 

the codependency model, we would do better to applaud abused women for the small, 

everyday changes they can and do manage to produce. Experienced cumulatively, the 

changes strengthen their resolve to alleviate the situation and improve the quality of life 

for themselves and their children. Overestimating just how arduous even these small, 

everyday changes must be for the battered woman to undertake would prove difficult, as 

these changes dismantle the order of her world, even if that world is oppressive, and force 

her to redefine the meaning of her life (Guha 1988:45). Owing to her isolation from the 

outside world, whether geographic, physical, or emotional in form, often she pursues the 

sizable feat of resistance alone. 
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Project Description 

Domestic violence is extremely versatile in the multiple forms it assumes. Often, in 

fact, it is simply the context of an action that makes abuse abuse. For example, one 

woman may be expected to manage all household duties meticulously, and not be 

permitted to work outside the home. Another woman may be forced by her abuser to 

labor extraordinary numbers of hours or to perform offensive tasks for money. While the 

two experience contrasting conditions, both are forced into those conditions, and therefore 

both of them are abused. 

To learn more about the experiences of women in situations of domestic violence, 

I developed a project wherein I could interview women staying in a local therapeutically-

oriented battered women's shelter, different from the one where I work, about their 

experiences with abuse. For the first six interviews, which took about two months to 

complete, I asked the residents questions about their support systems (see Appendix A). 

Through these questions, I came to see how limited the women's support systems were, 

and therefore I developed a second phase to the project wherein I asked the subsequent 

participants about the specific ways in which they endured and survived their abusive 

relationships (see Appendix B). Seven residents took part in the second phase of the 

project, which also took about two months to complete. 

I solicited volunteers for the project by introducing myself and my project just 

before the group counseling sessions began. I met with each participant individually, for 

between one and two hours, and tape-recorded each interview. At the director's request, I 

conducted all interviews on the shelter grounds. 

Altogether I conducted thirteen interviews. The youngest participant was 21 years 

old, the oldest 51, and the average age of all the participants was 28. One of the 

participants was Hispanic, two were African-American, and the remaining ten were white. 
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Only four of the participants were employed at the time of the interview, but that low 

number may give a false impression about the employability of the shelter population, 

since those who were employed may not have had the time to volunteer for the project, 

especially in light of their other responsibilities at the shelter. 

Because domestic violence takes so many forms and exists in so many degrees, I 

have simplified the categories of the abuse these women told me they experienced. The 

abuses they described to me were not always done to them by the person they most 

recently fled. All thirteen of the participants described being physically abused, eleven of 

the women said they experienced verbal and emotional abuse, nine of the women 

described being socially isolated, seven of the women disclosed incidents of sexual abuse, 

including childhood rape, and five of the women discussed experiences of economic abuse. 

Of the people interviewed, seven were married to their abusers, six were intimately 

involved with their abusers but were not married to them, and one sought refuge from her 

mother. (The numbers add up to 14 because one of the women was abused by both her 

husband and later by her new-found boyfriend.) Seven of the women reported not 

growing up with abuse in their homes. Six of the women said that they had been in 

abusive relationships before this one; four of those six had been in two abusive 

relationships, but one of the women said she was in four abusive relationships and another 

reported being in more than five abusive relationships. Many of the women had children 

in common with the abuser; the children were sometimes motivators in a woman's decision 

to leave, prompting her when she noticed a change in them, and were sometimes 

deterrents, confining her to a relationship if she believed, as many people do, that children 

without a father will not grow up normally. 
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Findings 

Part I: Multiple Interpretations of the Interview Data 

In the first part of the Findings section, I have chosen quotations made by the 

interview participants which, at first glance, may appear to reveal the codependency, love 

addiction, learned helplessness, or shame of a given participant in the project. However, I 

will also argue that, when viewed in a larger context, these statements may be interpreted 

differently—they could be viewed as ordinary responses that you or I might also choose if 

we found ourselves in the same situations as the participants describe. 

One woman, for example, stated that her father pleaded with her that she leave her 

husband when things started getting bad. "But," she said, "I wanted to stay. I wanted 

things to work out." Taken out of context, this statement might be interpreted as a 

codependent statement, since it seems that the woman's personal happiness is not as 

important to her as the success of her relationship. But consider what she said later in the 

interview, a statement which provides insight to her earlier remark, showing why it was so 

important for her to see her marriage through: 

[My uncle] had a bad marriage. My father had a bad 
marriage. And it seemed everyone—and I just didn't want 
that to happen to me. And I guess that's one thing that kept 
me with [my husband], thinkin' that 'I don't want a divorce. 
This ain't gonna happen to me. And I'm gonna make sure it 
works.' 

This latter statement illuminates her thoughts, and it seems that she well might be viewed 

as determined in her decision to stay with him to prove to herself and her family how 

strong she is, rather than codependent in her decision to stay and develop the relationship. 

Another example of what might be construed as a codependent act by counselors 

can be better identified as both practical and realistic given the circumstances surrounding 
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the event. One of the participants talked about how her cheek bone was broken by her 

boyfriend in a fit of rage. When she went to the hospital, she told the police there that 

"two black men had attacked me in an alley." Again, this statement may be interpreted as 

revealing a codependent act, as she is acting as her boyfriend's "enabler" by protecting him 

from receiving punishment for his wrongdoings. But consider what else she told me: 

I mean I was bleedin' somethin' terrible...I was hurtiri so 
bad, but [my boyfriend] wouldn't let me go to a hospital 
until he sat down and asked me if he let me go, would I tell 
them that someone else had done it to me, not him. 

This excerpt explains why she fabricated the attack. But why didn't she just lie to her 

boyfriend? Couldn't we say she was enabling him by continuing to cover for him once she 

was at the hospital, especially when the doctor asked her specifically about the source of 

her injuiy? What she said next further clarifies her actions: 

That was my chance to say 'yes, someone in the home's 
doin' it to me,' you know, 'help me.' But I had nowhere to 
go. I didn't want to go into an abuse shelter. [My 
boyfriend] knew where the abuse shelter was and where we 
were livin1 when he done this to me, it's kitty corner from 
where we lived and there was no way in hell that I was goin' 
there. And I had nowhere else to go, so I just told 'em "No, 
nobody in the home's doin' this to me,' and I went back to 
him. 

Quotations similar to these pervaded the interviews. Not only were some of the remarks 

made by the women reminiscent of codependency theory, but many seemed to reveal the 

women's "love addictions." For example, this woman's husband had had several extra

marital affairs prior to her coming in the shelter. When she learned about them, she 

separated from him. But the two got back together because, as she explained, 

I'd rather have him be with me and with [our child] 'cuz, you 
know, that's a family...And I always wanted to have a 
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husband, ever since I was in high school. I'm like, I'm 
getting married right after high school. That's it. That's it. 
That's what I'm gonna do. I'm gonna get married, I'm gonna 
have ten kids, and I'm gonna live in a white house with a 
white picket fence. 

Is she, then, a relationship addict? By Schaefs definition, she is, But through Schaef s 

definition, there is also "evidence" that points to her husband as addicted to the 

relationship, as seen in the following statement made by the participant: 

He never mentioned divorce. He did once...and I went and 
I was talkin' to a lawyer and stuff the next day and I told 
him but he was afraid. He was scared—he couldn't believe 
that I did it. And I did. He said, 'Well, don't go through 
with it! God! I was just asking!' 

But we know that he was not addicted to the relationship, since he had affairs on the side. 

So who is addicted here? Anyone? It seems like a larger context and more information 

allow us to conclude that she's not sick in her "addiction" to him, but rather resolutely 

pursuing a high school dream. This same participant also exhibited what might be 

construed as "learned helplessness" in her fear of leaving the marriage. She said, 

That right there is a big step too. To get a house. To live 
by myself. I'm gonna be alone now, you know? It's scary. 
It's scary. 

But a vanquishing side of her emerged as she continued: 

What happens if somebody breaks in? What happens if the 
plumbing goes? What happens, you know? I'm just gonna 
have to buy a book "How To"~How to do this, how to do 
that...Geez! I can't do those things. I never did. Well, I'm 
gonna have to now, geez, I have no choice. But I don't 
care. 
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It doesn't sound like she is helpless to me. It sounds as though she is somewhat daunted 

by the new roles she'll be taking on, but not that she feels that she can't take them on. In 

what might appear to be another instance of learned helplessness, a different participant 

described the terror that consumed her as she watched her boyfriend breaking into her 

apartment: 

When he broke through the window, I just couldn't believe 
it. I had heard that he's broken windows out before, but I 
just couldn't believe it. I watched him break the window, 
and I was so hysterical. I just started screamin'. I couldn't 
think. I could'a grabbed bottles that were right beside me 
and knocked him on the head or somethin', you know, but I 
just couldn't think I was so hysterical. 

Is this what we call learned helplessness? Was this woman, defeated by so many prior 

beatings, emotionally and physically numbed to her environment and therefore unable to 

help herself? It seems from her words that she was not numb, but rather was paralyzed by 

fear. How would you have responded in a similar situation? 

Besides codependency, love addictions, and learned helplessness, evidence of the 

"shame" these women felt also emerged in certain segments of the interviews. As one 

woman said, 

I've had a real rough life—my parents were controlling over 
me so I never really had any friends or boyfriends or went 
out and did anything...I really haven't had time to figure out 
who I am, or, you know, what I really want to do. 

By Bradshaw's standards, this participant demonstrates feeling shame regarding her 

upbringing, and her failure to develop into a person with interests and desires. Yet, this 

same woman described some very concrete aspects of herself to me later in the interview, 

sounding very sure about her understanding of herself: 
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I went to school for computerized accounting. And I just 
loved it, you know. I wanted more. I wanted to learn 
more. I figured there's gotta be more I can learn. And it's 
an ever-changing field, so, it'd be something that I'd always 
be learning, 'cuz I like to learn...And I'm real good with 
numbers and everything, so I figured that'd be perfect for 
me. And then I'm not real artistic or anything, so, that's my 
forte. 

So her shame is not so entrenched that it obstructs her abilities to identify her personal 

"forte" and determine what aspects of life that she enjoys. 

From the quotations above, we can see that people have many sides to them, and 

many perspectives to what is taking place in their lives. As outsiders, we can easily 

identify where the women were not as assertive as they might have been, and how they 

might have handled the above situations better. But diagnosing a shelter resident as 

codependent or love-addicted (or whatever) can be deleterious to her because it 

disregards those concepts she has of herself which differ from the features of those 

sicknesses, Why not instead look at the residents as fighters, resistant against extremely 

trying and restrictive circumstances? 
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Part II: A Look At Resistance 

In this second part of the Findings, I will show the ways that the interview 

participants fought against the abuses they experienced. The women showed 

inventiveness in the many different forms of resistance that they took up against their 

abusers. Because I feel it is an easily identifiable form of resistance, I begin with a look at 

how the women showed violent resistance. The violence they exhibited mainly appeared 

in two ways: some women were violent against their abuser's person, and some were 

violent against their abuser's property. As against his person, one woman said, 

And then another time I had taken the shower rod 
down,..and I had the bathroom door locked and he started 
kickin' it in so I opened it up and he says 'What are you 
doin?' I says, 'I took the shower rod down, because if you 
go to touch me again, I'm gonna knock you on your 
ass...'cuz I'm sick and tired of you doin' this to me.' 

Another woman spoke of the plans she forged with her sister to try to kill the man who 

had abused them both: 

We tried to poison [him] with ice cream one time. But it 
never worked. It was [an insecticide], and you could smell 
it. We made him a shake one time and we were gonna 
poison him with it. But he could smell it and he didn't drink 
it. It never worked....We didn't even care if we went to 
prison at the time. We didn't care. We just wanted to get 
him outta there, you know. That's how much we despised 
this guy. We found some old pills one time in this bottle. 
We smashed them all up and tried to put them in pancakes 
to give 'em to him. But that didn't work either—he wouldn't 
eat the pancakes. I mean, you know, we tried various 
things. 

Whether or not we approve of the women's decisions to use violence to resolve the 

problem of abuse is not the issue at hand. Rather, the point is that the participants did not 
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sit by and idly wait for the abuse to happen to them. They actively worked to prevent 

themselves from getting hurt. 

Some women participated in violent acts not out of protection for themselves, but 

as a way to unsettle their abusers. At times, the violence manifested itself in the women's 

destruction of the abuser's personal property. In the following excerpt, the speaker's 

boyfriend had threatened to kill her, so she immediately left the house. When she went 

back later to retrieve her car, however, he refused to give her the keys to it. She told me, 

I got back at him through the car...First, I slashed four 
brand new tires. Then he got four more new tires and I 
went and slashed four more new tires. And then, I put a 
potato up his tailpipe—blew the engine up. He got a new 
engine. I had a friend of mine drill a hole in the oil pan. He 
blew the engine again. 

Again, the argument that violence begets violence is moot here. Instead I am 

trying to show that these women do not feel a sense of helplessness and of despair. They 

are willing to take on their abusers, even violently if necessary. It is notable that the 

violent forms of resistance were relatively few and far between, probably because of the 

danger involved in undertaking them. 

Many examples of non-violent acts of resistance emerged in each interview. I have 

categorized women's non-violent acts four ways: non-violence undertaken for immediate 

gratification, non-violence that required planning, non-violence by filing casework in "the 

system," and non-violence in the women's plans to leave their abusive relationships. 

Sometimes non-violent resistance was improvised for the situation at hand, as 

when one woman recounted that: 

I went to bingo twice here and he really didn't like it but he 
had men in the room, sayin', 'oh, go,' and 'have fun,' and 
stuff. And he didn't want them to know how our 
relationship was, so he just went along with it and then I 
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heard about it when I got back home: 'You should'a said 
that you didn't wanna go, that you wanted to stay with me,1 

and this and that. He was very angry, [but I didn't say those 
things] because I didn't want to stay there with them. I 
wanted to go. 

Here, she could not have rehearsed how she would respond in the situation; her 

impromptu response was genuine to her desires. A second woman abruptly countered her 

boyfriend's violent confrontation about her having an affair while he was in jail. She 

pointed out that his unfaithfulness to her was even more deceitful than hers to him. She 

reenacted her role in the argument: 

Well, what was I supposed to do when I had found out that 
you had slept with somebody else, and hadn't even told me 
before you slept with me again? You didn't give me the 
choice of my own body—if I wanted that to happen to my 
body! 

Thought and ingenuity especially appeared in the acts of resistance that brought 
with them less immediate results than the impromptu acts described above. First, some 
acts of resistance required planning. For example, one woman described how she fought 
to stay afloat in the "nasty times" between her and her husband. She said, 

We had a joint checking account and I took about a couple 
hundred dollars here and a couple hundred dollars there and 
I got my own savings account. It wasn't much, but it was 
my way of getting a little bit revenge...Had I known what 
was gonna happen in the future, I think I would have taken 
out twice as much! 

Another woman discovered a huge amount of drugs in a duffel bag in her 

apartment. She realized her husband was storing them to sell later, and outfoxed him in 

her response to the dilemma: 

I said 'I'm gonna call the police,' and I ran out the house to 
go to the pay phone and when I came back the bag was 
gone. So I'm thinkin', 'He done took it up there to his 
girlfriend's.' So the police didn't come. They did not come. 
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And then, so I had took one of the blocks out of the 
bag....And I said 'Hey. You left one of these blocks down 
here.' I just hollered it out--'You left one of these blocks 
down here'...One of those blocks was worth like three 
hundred dollars. I gave it away. Sure did. Sure did. 

She eclipsed her husband in several ways. First, she knew her call to the police could have 

landed him in jail. Second, she was aware that he would attempt to hide the drugs before 

the police arrive, and therefore circumvented his plans by keeping one brick aside from the 

rest. Finally, she knew that a sure way to hurt him was to give away some of his very 

valuable goods, so she did just that. 

Another woman defied her husband in a much quieter way. She spoke of her need 

to release the pressure accumulating inside of her from events in her marriage: 

He didn't want me to talk with them (her family) about 
anything in our lives. He wanted to go away someplace, 
away from people, where we'd be secluded to just 
ourselves. I was keeping all this stuff just inside that was 
building up and I got to where I didn't feel like a wife 
anymore—it just didn't feel right. I felt something was 
wrong and I wanted to find out what that was, so then I 
finally opened up. 

For this woman, it took several months to make the decision whether or not to 

divulge those aspects of her marriage that her husband had deemed private, but when the 

time was right, she did. 

Other women showed even more patience, perhaps believing that their actions 

would have graver consequences for their abusers if they went through official channels 

rather than if they continued concocting small acts of resistance. Many women called the 

police and tried to bring charges against their abusers, and one woman told of taking out a 

warrant for her husband's arrest after a fight one night. She recounted what happened 

next: 
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But he came back, and he was all right. He was in my 
apartment in the morning—came in the door and was laying 
on the sofa at 4:30 when I came downstairs. Said he was 
sorry. But I'd already taken the warrant out on him. And 
then I told him I'd take the warrant and call them and cancel 
it, but I never did. I didn't want to...I wanted him to go to 
court and have the judge tell him 'you can't do that to a 
woman.' 

Another woman, whose mother had been abusing her since she entered adolescence about 

10 years ago, tried fruitlessly to tell school officials early on about what was happening at 

home. She said: 

I tried talkin' to teachers, principals, counselors...When I 
would tell them, they would say 'Don't exaggerate so much-
-it can't be that bad'...They saw the welts on my back 'cuz I 
showed one of the principals-he called my mom and she 
said I fell out of a tree and they believed her. 

As we can see from her testimony, working through the existing system was not 

always a successful form of resistance. But the system's failure to protect her does not 

reflect any unwillingness or inability on her part to help herself. 

By definition, each woman living at the shelter had at least one anecdote pertaining 

to her departure from her home. Some of the women's plans were quite simple, as when 

one woman said "I just left—I just got away when he was at work." Other women 

carefully mapped out their plans for leaving, aware that he might thwart the attempt or he 

might respond violently upon learning of the plan. Thus, one woman described how she 

carefully calculated her move in choosing to come to this city from another state: 

I just started makin' my plans, that when I got my check on 
the first of the next month, I was just gonna pack up the 
kids and take off. That's why I came here, 'cuz I have all my 
family out here. I knew I had job possibilities out here. I 
knew I could probably get into a shelter out here and he has 
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alot of warrants for his arrest in this state. He has like 27 
warrants out for his arrest (here)...So I feel pretty safe like 
he won't come out here. If he does, I mean, he's one phone 
call away from jail. ..Not only that, my father wants to kill 
him. 

One woman still seemed panicked as she remembered her attempt to flee her 

belligerent husband. After he left the house to get some beer, she went out too, trying 

unsuccessfully to contact any of her family for help in getting out: 

I couldn't get a hold of [my aunt] or [my uncle], I couldn't 
get a hold of my Grandma, I couldn't get a hold of anyone. 
When I went back, he was even more madder, and he said 
'I'm gonna kill them if they come to get you. I'm gonna kill 
you.' 

And the woman and her sister who were abused together plotted their escape by stashing 

some of their belongings and money in various locations: 

We had been planning to leave him. We had stuff stored at 
my mom's and we had stuff stored at work. Money was 
tucked back at my mom's house, money was tucked back at 
work because we couldn't save it at home 'cuz he would 
find it and use it. 

The small acts reviewed here may not seem like very concrete examples of 

resistance to those of us who have the freedom to express our dissatisfactions much more 

brazenly. But the very existence of these acts is impressive, given the extremely limiting 

conditions in which they germinate. So we should laud the women for expressing 

resistance in the small ways that they manage to do so. 

As discussed earlier, we also should recognize that even when we don't see the 

resistance, resistance may nevertheless exist. That is, when it is especially dangerous for 

an oppressed person to manifest their dissatisfaction in a relationship, resistance 

sometimes takes place only in the minds of people, in the form of negotiation. Thus, what 
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may appear on the outside to be compliance may actually be, if we were to ask the agent 

her thoughts, a matter of practicality. Many times the women I spoke with reported not 

wanting to do what they were asked to do, but doing it anyway in an effort to appease 

their abusers: 

If my mom told me to clean up my room, I went to go do it. 
If my mom told me to cook dinner, I went to go do it. 
Right away, right then and now, 'Cuz I didn't know what 
she would do—I really did enjoy livin' and I wanted to live a 
little while longer. 

Another woman told of being forced to have sex with another man as her boyfriend 

demanded, or face being killed: 

He drove me out to his sister's—in an abandoned cabin. And 
he just forced me to have intercourse with somebody that I 
didn't know. And if I didn't, he was gonna murder me and 
dump me in the river. And I just laid there. I couldn't 
perform. And then the guy got pissed off and told him 'she 
didn't do it.' And then he came in there and beat me up...It 
all happened because one of his friends made a pass at me 
and I turned him down. 

Several participants described trying to allay their abuser's tempers by staying with him, 

much as this woman did: 

I guess, at the time, it was easier just to pacify him, you 
know, and just let him do whatever he wanted to do so that 
we didn't have to listen to it or we didn't have to go through 
it...[People] can't see why you put up with it. They can't see 
why you can't just walk out the door. You can't just walk 
out the door. Some way or another he's gonna stop you 
from walkin' out that door. And I'd rather be alive than 
dead, you know, that's why I'm not walkin' out the door. 

Sometimes, too, even if it was not a matter of life and death, it just seemed easier to 

succumb than to continuously fight. One woman, for example, did not know just how far 
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her intoxicated husband would go in hurting her, and so admitted to doing things she had 

not done: 

We drove out to one of these roads that have nothing on it. 
And he said he wanted to talk. Well, instead of talking, he 
had me on the ground...And, you know, there was a bunch 
of things that he was sayin' that really wasn't true, but he 
kept sayin', 'I know you done it. I know you done it. I 
know you done it.1 I said, 'OK. Fine. I done it.' Then he 
would try to choke me, you know, because I said I done it. 
He didn't want me to admit that I didn't do it, but he didn't 
want me to say 'I did it,' too. 

And still another woman voiced her opinion against her abuser's actions—but only when 

she felt it was safe to do so: 

I was becoming more secure in the feeling that I knew he 
wouldn't hit me, so I could speak out a little bit more. He 
might get angry and break things around me, but he 
wouldn't hit me or hurt me. So I started speakin' out more. 
And tellin' him what I felt didn't help things, 'cuz it made 
him more angry. 

To summarize, in the first part of the Findings, we saw that the participants were 

not diseased and ailing, but rather that they had rational and justifiable explanations for 

their "codependent" and otherwise flawed behaviors. In the second part of the Findings, 

we saw that they were strong and resilient in their fights against abuse. I would like to 

note here that these women clearly are not codependent, helpless, passive victims in 

regard to their futures either. One woman, who plans to get back together with her 

boyfriend if he continues to go to counseling, told me about her desire to learn karate for 

safety's sake: 

Because [if he hits me again] I don't wanna kill him, I just 
want to keep him down. And I don't wanna use a gun, 
because if I pull a gun out on him, I'll probably be the one 
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that ends up gettin' shot. And if I pull a knife out on him, 
you know, he's very quick, he's very quick and that's why 
karate, I think, is the best for me. 

And the woman whose mother was abusive to her warily responded when her boyfriend 

proposed to her: 

When he asked me to marry him, I wasn't too sure. And I 
said, 'give me a few days and I'll give you an answer.' 
Within a couple of days, I went to the police department 
and I had a lawyer go up there and find some information 
about him that I couldn't get on my own, but he could find 
out...The only record he has is for driving without 
insurance. That's it! That is all!...He doesn't have domestic 
violence, he doesn't have any murder or rape...It really, 
really relaxed me and made me feel like nothing is wrong. 

Other women concerned themselves with their children's attitudes and behaviors. Thus, 

one woman described her efforts with her son and daughter in that vein: 

I'm raisin' both of them so that they both know that men and 
women are equal. Boys and girls can do the same things. 
'Cuz I'll catch him sayin' 'oh, girls can't do that,' And I'm 
like, 'girls can do whatever they feel they want to!' If they 
don't want to, they don't have to, but if they want to, I don't 
see why people want to stop 'em. 

Some women also described ways that they were working to make themselves stronger, 

even out of the context of domestic violence. Many were returning to school, having 

dropped out due to the violence they experienced. Others were concentrating on helping 

themselves in ways other than through resistance. As one participant told me, "I 

wanna...get the kids situated and me situated and life back to normal. Or, not back to 

normal, but normal—just normal!" 
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Discussion 

In counseling the women at the shelter, there are several advantages to employing 

the resistance model in place of the self-help models. First, the model's definition allows 

for the women to identify who they are by their actions, rather than by their ailment, and 

thereby avoids making the judgmental calls seen in the other models. In the resistance 

model, women are not labeled "dysfunctional,11 for example, nor is their "ethical 

deterioration" questioned. Also, the resistance model shows the woman not that she is 

sick and "addicted," but rather that she is struggling with limited tools and resources to 

win a difficult battle. Finally, like the codependency model, the flexible definition of 

resistance means that nearly everyone embodies resistance in some form. By extension, 

then, we are all resisters, just as we are all codependent. But since being rebellious is 

seemingly preferable to being helpless and weak, use of the resistance model might serve 

to mitigate the "us" and "them" dichotomy found at the shelter, where staff members do 

not readily identify themselves as codependent. 

A second advantage to the resistance model is that it is empowering compared to 

the self-help models. It lets the woman know that even her little achievements are 

important and noteworthy; considering that in abusive relationships personal agency is 

severely restricted, this information can be critical for her. Furthermore, the model 

identifies her as an autonomous being, purposeful and determined, and certainly not 

mindless (as concurs Guha 1988:47). The model is also empowering relative to the self-

help models because it does not exploit the women's vulnerabilities. It tells her not that 

she needs to change, only that she should recognize her existing strengths. Finally, the 

resistance model is empowering because it does not pigeonhole the resister's acts into 

standardized laundry lists, and instead recognizes the countless ways that the oppressed 

can demonstrate resistance. 
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Furthermore, I like the resistance model because it is more political than the self-

help models. First, it identifies abusive oppression as a large force impeding the woman in 

her abilities to act, a hindrance more tenacious than books about her subservient, 

"codependent" personality would let her know. Also political about this model is its 

acknowledgment that even small-scale resistances can have deadly outcomes (Jones 1994), 

informing us that outsiders should not negate the significance behind any act of resistance, 

no matter how small it may seem. Also, this model recognizes that more than a difference 

of genders lies at the core of abusive relationships. Issues of exploitation recur in 

battering relationships, and are at least as significant as questions of personal dignity and 

autonomy. A virtual class difference evolves as the parties become oppressor and 

oppressed, rather than simply male and female (Scott 1990:23). This point is further 

reinforced by Brittan and Maynard, who maintain that in heterosexual family relationships, 

the dynamics of influence, power, and authority sway interpersonal relations far more than 

we commonly acknowledge, and therefore differentiate the family members through class 

and politics, not merely through their gender differences (1984:125). 

Additionally, like the self-help models, this model strikes a cultural chord. Rather 

than demanding social change, for instance, it examines the individual's personal strengths, 

a must in this highly individualistic society. The model's individualizing nature also 

upholds the shelter's individual approach to therapy and therefore its implementation 

probably would not jeopardize the shelter's funding. And because the model essentially 

argues that anyone can take control of an undesirable situation, it appeals to the 

conservative element of American culture that directs us to pull ourselves "up by the 

bootstraps." This model has additional cultural appeal over the self-help models: it not 

only provides us with a happy ending (we are all strong and in control), but it also 

maintains that we were never sick in the first place! 
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As well, because they do not provide the quick fix and easy explanations that we in 

the US are so enamored with, I find the ideas behind the resistance model more realistic 

and complex than those behind codependency theory. The model poses several difficult 

questions to us. It defies us to explain, for example, why, if all women are so strong, does 

domestic violence happen on such a tremendous scale? And it prods us further, 

challenging us to determine how is it, if a woman is so strong, that she finds herself in the 

position of being abused? And finally, the resistance model goads individual women into 

wondering, how much risk do I face, if I too consider myself strong? To answer any of 

the above questions, we must stop looking to the oppressed for an explanation of the 

oppressor's behavior (Jones 1994). As one scholar has noted, problems of gender-based 

inequities will persist until oppressed women begin looking outward, rather than inward, 

for explanations and change (Tavris 1992:23). For battered women, the resistance model 

can initiate this outward look. 

Several critics have argued that many shelter residents return to their abusive 

homes because of the tensions that they experience while at shelters-between being 

labeled flawed and diseased and being commanded to improve and "recover," life at home 

truly might seem less difficult (Ferraro 1983:292, Schillinger 1988, Wharton 1989:55, 68). 

But if the shelter adopts the resistance model, and lets the women know that they are 

strong, rather than ailing, maybe the residents will no longer feel driven to return to their 

abusive homes. 

Even without the risk of residents returning to their abusive relationships, I would 

think that a shelter-wide acclamation of their strengths would be of greater therapeutic 

benefit for the residents than the current emphasis on their lapses of foresight and 

misconstrual of the relationship. Implementing the resistance model at the shelter would 

not be difficult, but it would require that a change in the staffs perspective so that the 
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residents are no longer viewed as needing to be educated and rescued by us, their 

superiors, but rather are seen as our peers who, like us, are able to help themselves if they 

have access to the right tools. The resistance approach can provide such a way to 

empower the women, and teaches them to recognize their own resourcefulness. This 

approach may also prove advantageous in retaining the women at the shelter because it 

can cast the counselors in a different light for the residents. That is, some women stated in 

the interviews that they had left other shelters before because they felt the staff consisted 

of "man-haters" and lesbians. So, rather than condemning the women themselves or their 

abusers, as the current model tends to do, the staff can perhaps make more headway with 

the women by focusing more strictly on their empowerment. 

But women who come to the shelter are necessarily resisters, skeptics to my 

proposal will argue. What about the women who remain at home and endure the abuses? 

Aren't they more passive, more helpless than those women who leave their relationships? 

Sadly, we cannot know which women remain trapped in their own homes due to their own 

helplessness and codependency, and which women are actually resisters, still waiting for 

the moment to arrive where they can make their break. But given what the women I 

interviewed said, and what I have learned through counseling the residents, it seems 

unwarranted to assume that any woman would not resist this oppression in whatever way 

she could, even if "only" in her mind. 

Secondly, critics might assert that my model is not "really" political, since it still 

does not call for major social reform and an end to battering. Of course I would like to 

see an end to all domestic violence, but this paper has been used as a forum to improve the 

current approach in counseling battered women, women who will continue to reside in 

shelters until domestic violence can be halted altogether. Furthermore, one argument of 

this paper has been that changes brought about by individuals are "really" political because 
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they empower the agents with the knowledge that they have overcome a person more 

powerful than themselves. That abused women typically do not see the larger political 

implications behind their intimately abusive conditions is not surprising (Brittan & 

Maynard 1984:125), and even if somehow they were able to recognize the political 

meanings behind their individualized oppression, the surveillance and isolation they 

experience ensure that they cannot easily organize to change those conditions. It is not 

reasonable to expect women who have narrowly escaped with their lives in fleeing to the 

shelter to be in a state of mind to organize a major social movement. These larger 

concerns, while valid and worthy of detailed pursuit, do not alter the argument presented 

in this paper, which is that battered women can create changes in their personal 

predicaments. Thus, the resistance model, which focuses on change of any size, is 

political and applicable here. 

A third criticism might be submitted. Given that some populations do not reward 

strong and individually-centered behavior, the resistance approach, like the codependency 

approach, can be viewed as ethnocentric and class-specific in its emphasis on the strengths 

of the individual. But counselors at the shelter can address this difference by commending 

the fleeing woman for the resistant actions that she has undertaken for the sake and benefit 

of her children—an argument that would reach most women across class and ethnic 

boundaries. 

Fourth, critics might argue that the women's attempts at liberation can be denied 

by the men's own resistant actions, since oppressors also have access to everyday forms of 

resistance. In fact, Scott warns his readers that "it would be a grave mistake...to overly 

romanticize the weapons of the weak" (Scott 1985:29-30). He argues that just as 

oppressed people have their ways to resist oppression, so too do their oppressors have 

ways to resist their subjects' resistance. The interviews revealed that the abusers resisted 
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the women's resistance in a variety of ways. Recall, for example, that one woman was not 

permitted to get medical attention until her boyfriend ensured that he would not be 

incriminated for what he did, that another woman's boyfriend refused to give her the keys 

to her own car once she left him, and that still another man spent the stashes of money that 

the participant and her sister tried to save up. 

Finally, those critical of the model presented here might suggest that the gross 

disparity of power between a battered woman and her abuser will obstruct any significant 

change in the relationship from materializing as a result of the woman's actions, be they 

termed "resistant" or not. I would counter, however, that the language that we use to 

describe any set of conditions profoundly influences the way the we experience and 

understand them. Therefore, telling an abused woman that she has the capability to resist 

oppression is an important way to encourage her to resist further violence against her. 

I argue so fervently in favor of the resistance model despite these criticisms 

because I do not find the criticisms compelling, if, as I am assuming, we are committed to 

helping battered women get on with their lives. While each of the criticisms discussed 

above is undeniably reasonable, each is also contestable, and I feel strongly that the 

resistance approach is worthy of implementation at the shelter despite its drawbacks, and 

that it offers much which lacks in the codependency model. 
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Conclusion 

Part of the model that experts in the field of domestic violence subscribe to is that 

people who have known nothing but abuse and oppression in their lives cannot know how 

to expect or demand better for themselves. That the majority of women interviewed for 

this project had not grown up in abusive homes disputes the assumption, and I feel its 

application in counseling can hamper shelter residents from knowing their true endurances 

and strengths. Similarly, Scott argues that subjugation need not be inevitable. He 

maintains that, if nothing else, surely the oppressed can imagine a role reversal between 

themselves and their oppressors. This vision can itself be enough of a foothold to support 

incipient ideas of resistance (Scott 1990:80). 

The shelter can help give form to those inchoate ideas of resistance by helping the 

women discern the ways in which they have managed to succeed despite the constraints of 

an abusive relationship. As discussed above, the concept of resistance has drawbacks, but 

I think it proves useful because it embodies both conservativeness in its emphasis on the 

individual and empowerment in its congratulatory approach. Thus, this conservative yet 

empowering approach will allow the shelter to remain as well-funded by the state 

government as it is. 

It merits iteration here that I do not intend to imply in my argument that the shelter 

staff means to harm the women who come through the shelter, and in fact I believe that 

staff members honestly feel that they are empowering the women by telling them what 

they can modify to improve their lives, begin their road to recovery, and lessen their 

chances of being abused again. Also, it merits reiteration here that I adamantly believe 

that some shelter is better than none at all. But in this paper I take the position that as 

long as a shelter has a woman in its care, then it should provide her with the resources she 
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needs to identify her strengths and to confidently rely on herself to improve things in her 

and her children's lives. 

It is fairly well accepted in the social sciences that there is no one thing that anyone 

can identify as "Truth"; rather, each event in every person's life is open to multiple 

interpretations and perspectives. If we accept this stance and acknowledge that all 

experience is multiply interpretable, then we can say that the pseudo-medical labels being 

cast onto these women are simply one interpretation of the domestic violence scenario, 

and that others must exist. I showed in the Findings section that the women relayed signs 

of "codependency" in the interviews, but I also supplemented each instance of 

codependency with telling information that enabled us to regard her behavior as an 

ordinary response to the circumstances at hand. I also showed that resistance existed 

independently of "codependent" thoughts and actions, appearing spontaneously at times 

and as more of a planned strategy at others, and even showing up with regard to the 

women's futures. In light of this information, then, we might come to think of battered 

women as activists, shaping history in the small ways that they can (Aptheker 1989:175). 

Outsiders to abuse can offer battered women their commitment to change by 

working with them as they resist against their personal experiences of oppression. We can 

personally support them in their endeavors to leave the abuser by helping them pack or 

attending to their children. We can insist that those laws which have been legislated to 

protect battered women are enforced uniformly and equitably. Most importantly of all, 

though, when a battered woman is ready to speak, we can listen openly to what she has to 

say. One of the interview participants said to me: 

The hardest part is talkin' about it. Once you start talkin' 
about it, it gets easier. It's veiy hard. It's not somethin' that 
everybody wants to talk about, or to hear about, and you 
get scared. I've been scared for so many years, and people 
would say 'Why are you still with the guy?1 Unless you go 
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through this kind of abuse, this kind of thing, it's hard to 
understand why you do stay with him. You stay with him 
for various reasons. I had my reasons; others have their 
reasons. 

Context is critical. We cannot understand a woman's actions, or inactions, without 

knowing what factors have influenced her and what her previous experiences have been. 

As one small solution to the very large and intricate problem of domestic violence, let us 

at least stop stigmatizing abused women with psycho-labels such as "codependency" and 

instead empower them by letting them know how resourceful and courageous they are. 

My interviews with these women indicate that receiving the women in this light is 

absolutely valid. 
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APPENDIX A: INTERVIEW SCHEDULE I 

With the exception of the questions regarding the participant's personal 
information, the questions asked in the interviews did not follow a rigorous schedule, but 
rather were open-ended questions based on the discussion as led by the participant. 
General categories of questions were asked to each participant, however, and in the first 
set of interviews, they approximated the following schedule. 

I. Personal Information 
What is your name? Your age? 
What is the relationship you have with your abuser (e.g., husband, boyfriend, sibling)? 
How long have you been in the relationship? 
What circumstances brought you to the shelter? 

II. Definition 
How would you define support? 

III. Positive Support 
Who or what is your primary source of support right now? Why do you feel that way? 
What other forms of support do you feel you have? 
Were you ever surprised by a form of support you received? Why? 

IV. Negative Support 
Is there someone that you will not turn to for support? Why? 
Were you ever surprised by the denial of support by someone you expected to be there for 
you? 

V. Abusive Relationship 

Have you ever left your abuser before? 
—If yes, how many times? Where did you stay? How long were you away? If 
something had been different, might you have stayed away longer? 

Before coming to the shelter, how did you plan to escape? 

VI. The Shelter 
Who told you about the shelter? 
How long have you been at the shelter? 
How do you view the shelter as a form of support? 

VII. Gaps in Support 
Is there a type of support you find yourself in need of right now? 
How is this lack of support affecting you right now? 
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APPENDIX B: INTERVIEW SCHEDULE II 

With the exception of the questions regarding the participant's personal 
information, the questions asked in the interviews did not follow a rigorous schedule, but 
rather were open-ended questions based on the discussion as led by the participant. 
General categories of questions were asked to each participant, however, and in the 
second set of interviews, they approximated the following schedule. 

I. Personal Information 
What is your name? Your age? 
What is the relationship you have with your abuser (e.g., husband, boyfriend, sibling)? 
How long have you been in the relationship? 
What circumstances brought you to the shelter? 

II. The Relationship 
Was your relationship different than what you had expected? How? 
Did you see yourself changing during the relationship? How? 
Who or what provided you with support during the relationship? 

III. The Abuse 
Could you predict when something would bring on abusive behavior? 
Tell me about one incident of abuse. 
How did you understand what was happening at the time the abuse took place? 
How did you explain it to yourself a day or two later? 

IV. The Abuser 
Did you ever consider ways to make the abuser leave you? 
Did you ever consider ways to make the abuser leave you alone? 
Did you ever act on any of these ideas? 

V. Leaving 

When did you first feel uneasy about the relationship? 
Ideally, what would you have liked to have changed in the relationship? 
Realistically, what could you have changed in the relationship? Did you try that? 
What considerations did you have to weigh before leaving? What arrangements did you 
make before leaving? For how long had you planned on leaving? 
Have you ever left him before? How did you arrange that? 
Have you changed personally since leaving him? 
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APPENDIX C: HUMAN SUBJECTS APPROVAL 

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE I 

THE UNIVERSITY OF 

Human Sub|«u Committer 16MN. WurenlBldg. 5I6BI 
HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER TUCSON, AURONA 95724 

(6C2) 6I6-A7ZL OF 626*7575 

September 21, 1993 

Bernadette Wilkinson, B.A. 
Department of Anthropology 
Room 210 
Main Campus 

RE: INVESTIGATING THE SUPPORT SYSTEMS OP DOMESTIC VIOLENCE VICTIMS 

Dear Ms. Wilkinson: 

We received documents concerning your above cited project. 
Regulations published by the U.S. Department of Health and Hunan 
Services [45 CFR Part 46.101(b)(2)] exempt this type of research 
from review by our Committee. 

Thank you for informing us of your work. If you have any questions 
concerning the above, please contact this office. 

Sincerely yours, 

William F. TDenny, M.D. 
chairman, 
Human Subjects Committee 

WFD:sj 

c c :  D e p a r t m e n t a l / C o l l e g e  R e v i e w  C o m m i t t e e  
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APPENDIX C: HUMAN SUBJECTS APPROVAL 

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE II 

THE UNIVERSITY OF 

Human Subjects Cummillt't* ARIZONA 1690 W Warren (BUj;. S2b$\ 
Tucson, Anzon• 

blb-t>7»l or OZ6-7573 
HEAITH SCIENCES CENTIR 

December 16, 1993 

Bernadette Wilkinson, B.A, 
2643 North Martin Avenue 
Tucson, Arizona 85719 

RE: HOW WOMEN IN SITUATIONS OP DOMESTIC VIOLENCE RESPOND TO THEIR 
ENVIRONMENT 

We have received documents concerning your above cited project. 
Regulations published by the U.S. Departmert of Health and Human 
Services [45 CFR Part 46.101(b) (2) exempt this type of research 
from review by our Committee. 

Please be advised that approval for this project and the 
requirement of a subject's consent form is to be determined by your 
department. 

Thank you for informing us of your work. If you have any questions 
concerning the above, please contact this office. 

Sincerely yours, 

William F. Denny, M.D. 
Chairman 
Human Subjects Committee 

WFD:js 

c c :  D e p a r t m e n t a l / C o l l e g e  R e v i e w  C o m m i t t e e  
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